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This is a newsletter covering what is going on in the Midwest with our VJMC friends. 

Please send us your events, activities, or interesting stories.  We will keep you informed 

about the above topics and want to see our region grow.  Please pass this newsletter to any of your friends and let’s build a 

community.  Any correspondence will be kept private and no information will be given out without your permission. 
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  March 2024 Edition:         Buddy Walton: We have great relationships with our show 

````````````                                                                               partners!``````````````                                                                                                                 
                                                                    Mark Bayer:   Our Kansas City 2024 events list:                               
                                                                                                                                           
 
Relationships are not always about your spouse, girlfriend, boyfriend or siblings. 
It is important for relationships to grow and to be maintained between two parties 
otherwise one of the parties could feel neglected, ignored or disrespected. 
No, I am not talking about you and your motorcycles! I am speaking of the great 
relationships we have worked on with our KC VJMC show partners. These include 
Motorcycle  dealerships, a coffee shop, a 1950s drive in restaurant, a vintage air force  
group with their airport  hangar, and on Kansas Field Representative Bill Brown’s  
property. Without the trust of these partners we would not have the wonderful shows  
and the locations they provide to our participants and spectators. 
 
In return our all volunteer club works hard to plan, organize and ensure a smooth 
running event with quality machines, and plenty of visiting and smiles. One thing 
in these relationships we can't control is the weather. But for the most part we 
have enjoyed pretty good days for the unpredictable Midwest skies. This year 
we will have six shows between June and September in the Kansas City area. This 
includes  our "Meetin In The Middle" Rally 50 miles to the North of Kansas City in  
July at Anderson Powerports in St Joseph Missouri. They are excited to have our  
event and we are glad to have the opportunity to begin another relationship that will 
have plenty of beautiful vintage Japanese bikes to relate to! 
 

                           



 

                           
                                        MAKE SURE AND MAKE PLANS TO ATTEND SEVERAL VJMC EVENTS IN 2024 

             


